Sarah: Yeah, we haven’t really done anything that’s sort of focused on applied careers, but we did take, we do have a colloquium that I’m partly in, in charge of running this, this semester, and somebody did kind of posit the idea of bringing students that we’ve had um graduate and go on to um to work in non-academic careers like we have someone that works for the park service and a couple of people that work for museums and things like that? So um but then @@ then we vote for all the speakers and nobody, voted @@ to @have @those @nobody would come so that didn’t @happen unfortunately
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WHY SHOULD I CARE ABOUT THIS?
There are no jobs
There are no academic jobs
100 PhD-granting anthropology departments in the US

Kawa et al., “The social network of U.S academic anthropology”
There are no academic jobs for whom?
WHY SHOULD I LISTEN TO YOU ABOUT IT?
WHAT AM I EVEN QUALIFIED FOR?
If that, then what?
WHAT CAN I **DO ABOUT IT?**
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